1. Unscrew by gripping the bottom collar
Top filling with
threaded cap.
Big two filling
holes make
filling easy and
convenient.

510 Drip tip uses
acrylic material to
seal the heat. It stays
cool after long vaping.

Unique DVC design
delivers maximum
power over 200W.

Quartz glass and
silicon ring provides
heat and leak
protection.

Dual adjustable airflow
with four air inlets
located at drip tip and
atomizer base.

Coil:

0.2ohm Kanthal (50- 200watts)

Airflow:

Dual Adjustable Airflow

Material:

316 Stainless Steel

Drip Tip:

510 Drip tip with Acrylic

Cotton:

Organic

Glass Tube:

Quartz

Connection:

510 Stainless Steel

(There is a vacuum seal so unscrewing
can feel a little resistant at first).
2. Add a few drops of e-liquid inside the coil to soak
the cotton wick. This will prevent dry burning the coil.
3. When done, carefully line up the screw threads and
screw all the way back to create a proper seal.

Filling E-liquid

Capacity:

3ml

1. Completely close bottom adjustable airflow.

Size:

22x73mm

2. Unscrew the top collar counterclockwise

Weight:

66g

until it is completely detached.
3. Aim the nozzle into the side holes

Tank capacity

(Do not overfill the tank).
4. When done, carefully line up the screw threads

Important Safety Information

and screw all the way back to create a proper seal.
5. Completely open bottom adjustable airflow.

- Coral Mini has smaller diameter and size and
it is not recommended to use it over 140W.
- When you are using a fresh coil, make sure
that you first saturate the coil with
0.2ohm Kanthal (dual vertical)
(rated at 50-200W)

6. With tissue, wipe away any liquid spillages or
residues and wash/dry hands thoroughly.
7. Wait at least 3 minutes for e-liquid to settle and
absorb into cotton wick.

thinner 30% or lower VG, mild flavor e-liquid
before started to use it. If you do not take this
step, the coil can burn or even catch on fire.

Package Contents
1*ZPAL Coral mini Tank
1*0.2 ohm Kanthal coil pre-installed
1*0.2 ohm Kanthal coil extra
1*User Manual

- Do not let the tank become completely empty.
Refill the tank to avoid dry burning or damage
to the coil.
- This tank is top filling, please close top collar
within 5 mins after refilling to prevent over
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soaking the cotton wick.
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Dismantle
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Dismantle

Air intake slot

1. First remove your tank from attached mod.
2. Carefully unscrew the base piece ensuring no

Mouthpiece

pressure is applied to the glass tank during this
Top Collar

process.
3. The glass tube can now be removed, this piece
is a press fit so grip firmly and twist to remove.

Glass Tube

If you're struggling to get a firm grip a rubber band
can come in handy.

Coil

4. At this point the drip tip can be removed from the
top piece, this is really easy to do simply pull and
it should come out. Be careful as it is held in place

Bottom Collar

with a silicon o-ring which should be checked to
ensure a tight fit between the top collar and drip

Coil Replacement

tip installed.
5. The coil can now be removed, be careful if the unit
has been used recently as there may still be
some e-liquid left on this part.

When Vaping
- below 100W, you can completely close top adjustable
airflow located around drip tip to get maximum e-liquid
flavor
- over 100W, you can slowly open top adjustable
airflow to let fresh air in and mix with hot vapor
It is recommended to gradually increase the wattage from
low to high instead of jumping to high wattage right away.
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